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■ AIMS OF MY RESEARCH

• Explore the complexities of co-existing identities through the
lens of religious and spiritual sex workers.

• Explore the roles and impact of religion and spirituality in its
broadest sense within the everyday lives of sex workers,
offering new understandings of lived religion.

• Advance knowledge of everyday experiences of
religious/spiritual sex workers at the individual level through
creative research methods.
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“Sex workers are adults who 
receive money or goods in 
exchange for consensual 
sexual services or erotic 

performances, either regularly 
or occasionally” (Open Society 

Foundations 2019, p.1). 
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SOME LITERATURE ON SEX WORKERS WHO ARE RELIGIOUS 
AND/OR SPIRITUAL 
SPACE: Domenico and Flemings (2009) a sex worker had a client object to having sex within her home
due to a crucifix being in the hallway.

MORAL CONFLICT: Sorajjakool and Benitez’s (2015) had participants voice moral conflict when sex
working. However, financial needs were prioritised.

Religiosity has become more flexible, and there is opportunity for harmony through negotiation and
shaping religion and spirituality (McGuire 2008).

Dramaturgy analysis (Goffman 1959).

The concept of “harmony” is where different identities are aligned and in agreement with one another
alongside meeting the demands and desires of the ‘self’.

“Dissonance” is the lack of harmony between religious and spiritual sex workers different identities.

Stigma against the sex industry can and will be abolished (Weitzer 2018).

Intersectional analysis (Crenshaw 1989).



RECRUITMENT

RECRUITMENT STRATEGY
■ “Lisianthus”.

■ Online recruitment.

■ Onlyfans, Viva Street and Adultwork. 

■ Platforms such as: Instagram, Snapchat, 
Facebook and my blog. 

■ Reddit. 

Anyone over the age of 18, who identified as religious and/or spiritual and a sex worker was a potential participant. 

■ 25, Italian, Cis woman, heterosexual, stripper – East Midlands.

■ 22, British, Cis woman, heterosexual  (creates gay content), Onlyfans content creator 
and escort – East Midlands.

■ 25, British, Cis woman, heterosexual, webcam sex worker – London.

■ 41, American, Transgender woman, pansexual, webcam and escort sex worker – Las 
Vegas. 

■ 29, Romanian (working in the UK), Cis woman, heterosexual, escort – East Midlands.

■ 45, Romanian & Roma (working in the UK), Cis woman, heterosexual, escort – East 
Midlands.

■ 49, Romanian (working in the UK), Cis woman, heterosexual, previously an escort –East 
Midlands. 

■ 22, Irish Traveller, Cis woman, heterosexual, Sugar baby (seeking arrangements) – South 
England. 

■ 23, American, Cis woman, Bi-sexual, porn star – California. 

■ 26, British/Asian Mixed race, Cis Woman, Heterosexual/Bi-curious, Escort and online 
content creator – East Midlands. 

■ 50, British/Welsh, Cis Woman, Heterosexual, phone/cam sex worker – Wales.
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METHODOLOGY: 
THOUGHTS, SNAPS 
AND CHATS – ENDLESS 
OPPORTUNITIES… 
■ Creative methods make the familiar strange

and create an interactive site for participants
to express individualised reflections of their
everyday lives (Harper 2002).

■ “So yeah, it does makes you reflect quite a lot.
You know they makes you reflect a lot about. It
makes us stay in the in the moment, you
know…” Moon.

■ 5 participants have opted for interviews only. …I have ordered loads of other things, some 
underwear from Shien, two or three sets to see what 

they are like, just to try and be a bit different…

(LRE Escort & online content creator, diary entry)



EMERGING THEMES

v Harmony between religion, spirituality and sex work.

v Spirituality enhancing income and enhancing sexual 
pleasure. 

v Harmony is work. 

v Religious identities of partners causing conflict. 

v Religious and Race play: Religious identities of clients 
and sex workers. 

Artwork: Sunmi

HARMONY is a state of consonance, where different identities are 
aligned and in agreement with one another alongside meeting the 
demands and desires of the ‘self’. 

DISSONANCE is the lack of harmony within the everyday lives of 
religious and spiritual sex workers. 



…I grew up in a quite a Catholic family… I got really, 
really angry and bored of Church… I feel like it's very,  
hypocritical… so that was not for me…I'm I think I'm 
more spiritual because I’m more into nature… I like 

being around nature. I think everything is about 
energy... (Moon, stripper, interview).” 

“I think it [gives] me a lot of calm and patience really. 
Especially during meditation, you know being, living 
the moment you know like being there, being in the 
present and a feeling of calm. And like I said to you 

before, so don't take anything personal.” (Moon, 
stripper, Interview)

HARMONY BETWEEN RELIGIOUS AND SPIRITUAL 
IDENTITY AND SEX WORK IDENTITY 



OPPORTUNITIES
HARMONY BETWEEN SPIRITUAL IDENTITY 

AND SEX WORK IDENTITY 

“I sometimes do yoga on cam? Good spiritual link, customers 
have said they find it relaxing to watch… I think it’s even like, it 

called a subculture. Of what people like, if I sent a video of myself 
into the site proving I can do it you add it to your list of specialities 

so people can find you for specifically doing that”…

(Maya, Cam sex worker, Diary entries)



I have an alter ego, my “hoejabi”, that’s what I called it and I 
made content wearing a head scarf and like that and I had 

jobs coming through from that… So, interpreting the culture 
side of things and extremist with hijab and burka and utilised 
that and made a lot of money from it. To see how the culture 
is strict but if a girl is doing it from that culture, you get more 
money from it... (Zahra, escort/online content creator, diary 

entries/interview).

OPPORTUNITIES
HARMONY BETWEEN RELIGIOUS IDENTITY 

AND SEX WORK IDENTITY 



…I would say for me, for me, I don’t 
ever go, like I have had clients go can 
you sit on the Quran and cum or can I 
bring a Quran and ride it whilst saying 
this and that and I say no, that is too 

extreme for me because I do believe in 
God and believe in Allah and in my 
private life, I believe in it. (Zahra, 

escort/online content creator, diary 
entries/interview).
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HARMONY IS WORK



HARMONY IS WORK

Amy: …I would say that sex work for me overall has been a very positive experience. Like if it… is a low vibe 
thing like you know, then maybe the low vibe things are where it's at, I don't know… 

Daisy: Would you say that your sex work identity is more important to you than your spiritual identity?

Amy: Yeah, at this time it is and like, yeah, that might change over time. But honestly, right now, yeah. (Amy, 
porn star & online content creator, interview). 

…He [father] basically thinks that sex work is  something that is very like out of sync with like normal society 
and like the way that humans should be that it's a very low vibe [dark, negative energy].... What is it about it 
that you do not like, you know, like, what  [is it] about adding currency into the interaction, how does that 
make it automatically out of sync and low vibe [dark, negative energy]? 



…we did bits and then halfway through he was like, what star 
sign are you? I was like you are my new favourite person 
ever… he was like laughing and smiling and I was like not 

seriously, I love that you asked me that and then he was like 
what are you an Aries? And I was like yeah why and he said 

yeah, I’m a Sagittarius, and I said no way, and I thought this to 
myself, this is why there is such sexual chemistry together, I 
was like  ugh, god… (LRE, escort & online content creator, 

diary entry).

OPPORTUNITY TO OVERCOME CHALLENGES: 
praying in sex work experiencSEXUAL PLEASURE
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RELIGIOUS IDENTITIES OF PARTNERS
My ex-boyfriend he is, yeah, um American and when he 

was from it was … extremely religious. Think [he] was like 
a Baptist... Something like that, like. Very… religious like 

man in a in a in terms of which like um, based on his 
religion, for example, you can only have sex when you get 
married… He at the beginning when we get to know we, 

we got to know each other. He… did not accept that I was 
dancing. But then… I said so… that's my job [whether] 

you like it or not… (Moon, stripper, interview).   

He's actually sexually very innocent as well… he grew up 
in a like a religious family… So he's very like, 
monogamous and so I don't think he quite understands, 
he think maybe I think maybe he thinks he should be 
pissed off about it, but he's not… (Maya, cam sex worker, 
interview).
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RELIGIOUS IDENTITIES OF CLIENTS
So, he lives in a Middle Eastern country where it's a very 

conservative Muslim environment and he was in an arranged 
marriage where he didn't fall in love with his wife basically and 

you can't divorce. You can, but he doesn't want to hurt his 
children and it's a different culture… He’s also bisexual, which he 

could literally be like killed, like people would rally around and 
probably kill him... (Maya, cam sex worker, interview). 

…He said I like religious play, race play… that the brown man is 
superior to the White man… Like 'cause they've obviously been 

subjected to, so they love the fact that White women love Arabic 
men, I guess… But with the religious stuff like he would like love 

to be like an Arab Prince on a throne and me like licking his feet… 
It's all role play, and I think that element of me being like a 

White, Christian girl wanting an Arab brown man to dominate, 
take me is very empowering for him and it's empowering for 

me… (Maya, cam sex worker, interview). 



SHARED RELIGIOUS IDENTITIES . 

…He [the client] started talking more and…he said I listen… he told me he 
goes to church every Sunday and was a church elder and he opened up 

more and more. I also said to him as well that I used to go to Sunday school 
every week and so we connected because of shared religious identity 

[Methodist Christianity]. Because I am not going omg when he told me, and 
he asked me if I still go to chapel now, and I said no but I still pray and 

believe in God, and he said that is nice. I said there is no need to feel guilty 
nor is it wrong and I bet there are other people in the church which do it. 

(Tanya, phone & cam sex worker, interview). 



CONCLUSIONS

■ Religious and spiritual sex workers identities are complex, unique and 
multifaceted. 

■ Harmony between different identities EXISTS!

■ However, this is not without identity work. 

■ The appropriateness of utilising creative research methods to meet the aims.
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